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I. 
IJiTRODUC^IOfi. 
Caraasel, coinmercially loaoira as s-ogar color, lias been a 
80-uree of common interest for many years. Its greatest "valxts 
has been in its use as a colorizig naterial for food products 
such as beers and soft drinSis. In recent years the rapid 
growth of the carbonated beverage indxistry has caxised an inter­
est greater than ever to be taken in caranE^l, its production, 
and its general utilisation as a coloriitg mterial. 
5he cheMcal processes, however, involved in the produc­
tion of caramel have not yet been thoroughly understood. Car­
amels produced from various substances seesi to be somewhat 
ali:ke in general character, but their coloring powers vary 
considerably, and loany of them fail to remain pensanent when 
used to color the various acid beverages, Sven caramels pro­
duced from the same carbohydrate such as sucrose, by varying 
the temperature and the time of heating, show much difference 
in their ability to withstand definite concentrations of 
hydrogen ion, 7his fact indicates that caramels may be colloidal 
in their nature and that there is a definite isoelectric point 
for the different varieties of caramel, Ihe caramels having the 
higher coloring power apparently are less resistant to the 
action of hydrogen ion and precipitate readily. 
To establish these facts, three series of caramels were 
prepared from cane sugar at temperatures of 190®, 200®, and 
5 
210®C, fhe temperatures and time of heatiiag were accurately 
controlled. Certain representative caramels from each, series 
were subjected to acid solutions of definite iiydi^gen ion con­
centrations, Sliey were also sxibjected to dialysis and cata-
phoresis to determine their colloidal natiire, la. the process 
of preparation of the series of caramels, it is also shown 
that there are definite compotOBds forzoed, am that the reac­
tions occur consecutively, Ihat is, the formation of one car­
amel compound is practically cozsplete before the next com-
pcuDd starts to form. 
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II. 
1 
! HISTORICAL. 
Caramel-like substaixces have been prepared in loaziy vajs, 
some of vfiiich have been patented, Snch substances have been 
nade by heatiag grains, bfead orrmbs, starches, molasses, 
glucose, cane sugar, ana other carbohydrate substances. 
fo hasten the reaction, catalysts such as ammonia, 
ammonium carboiiate, ammoni^us chloride, sodium earbozsate, 
and even dilute sulfuric and hydrochloric acids have been 
used, fhese substances have been used almost entirely in man* 
ufactxiring processes am have not been used in the theoreti-
I 
cal study of caranel to aijy extent. 
Only in recent years has an intensive study of the re­
actions for the formation of caramel been considered. It had 
been known previous to I9IO that the products of heat treat­
ment of sugars, especially of sucrose, were various, Peligot 
(1) in 1838, 5elis(2) in I858, and Stolle (3) in 1099, did 
much early work on the examination of the products of the dry 
distillation of sugars. In 1914 Saugiori (4) reported the 
presence in caramel of such substances as furfural, acetone, 
formaldehyae, formic acid, and acetic acid, all in small quan­
tities, All report the presence of carbon dioxide and furfural 
in the vapors which distil off, but by far the greater pro­
portion of the distillate is water, fhis leads us to believe 
that the principal reaction is dehydration and that the other 
products are formed to a very small extent at temperatures 
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aligiitly above the melting point of the sxigar, 
Gelis (2) also showed that sucrose, vhen heated at tem­
peratures aroxmd 200®C, was converted progressively into a 
nxmtber of intermediate products by successive dehydration, 
Shese products he named in the order of their formtion: 
earamelan - Cg^EgBOie 
caramelen - CgeHseO^B 
caramel in * 
Caramel in was a more highly dehydrated product with a rather 
uncertain formida and possessed decidedly colloidal properties. 
The colloidal properties were demonstrated by Graham (5) 
in 1862. He showed by dialysis experiments with collodion 
membranes that earamelan and caramelen, which are of interme­
diate coloring power, dialyzed readily, whereas caramel in, 
which is five times more colored than crude caramel, did not 
dialyze. Thus he demonstrated the colloidal piroperties of 
caramelin. 
Curmingham and 3)oree (6) in I9I7 prepared caran^lan in 
nearly piare form by heating sucrose in a porcelain dish at 
170® - 180® C, until the loss in weight was 12^, This was 
further purified by precipitating from aqueous solution by 
adaition of alcohol containing ammonia or acetic acid, fhey 
verified the formula of Gelis (Cg^HsjOia) by applying the 
freezing point method to derivatives of earamelan* 
It remained for Pictet and Andrianoff (7) in 1924 to 
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obtain th.e complete series of dehydration products of sucrose, 
Workiag under 10-15 jdiq,pressure at a te^erature of 183*^- 190® 
C, they obtaiiied the iollowisg compounds: 
(a) Isosaccharosan, C 
Shis results from the loss of one zaoleoule of 
vater from one molecule of sucrose: 
tDhis compound is api:>arently the anhydride of the 
hypothetical substance isosaccharose, and results 
from a probable rearrangement in the spacial con­
figuration of the sucrose molecule at the tiiae of 
dehydratioiu 
(b) Caramelan, C2 4H3«0i9 
Here an intermolecular loss of water occurs ac-
eordisg to the reaction: 
Shis loss of water probably occurs between two mole­
cules of isosae<^iarosan and ziot, as the reaction im­
plies, between two molecules of sucrose, 
(c) Carajnelen, CseHsoC^s 
2his compouiid is formed by intermolecular loss of 
water from three molecules of sucrose: 
3 CigE^^Oxi = 8 i^O + Ca.E.oQe. 
Their conclusion is that 1, 2, 3 molecules of water 
are successively lost, She loss of the first molecule of water 
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from one molecule of sucrose forma the anhydride isosaccharo-
san, F'urther loss of wat-yr occtira between molecules, formiiig 
other compoTinds in cnjltiples of Ci^, 
Other B-agars, as well as sucrose, apparently isndergo 
similar reactions. Eipp (10) succeeded in isolating cara> 
melan from caramel prepared from levulose. The caramelan 
whiek he prepared had the same moleciilar formula as that of 
Gelis, "but its reduciiig power and polarization were lov^er. 
It is to "be ohserved that most of the early work done 
has "been mostly with the view of isolating and identifying 
the -various compounds found in caramel. Undoubtedly much ex:* 
perimental wor): was done on the manufacture of earamel but 
very little has been published on this phase of the subject, 
Bcal and Bowey (3) in I923 did much work on the prepara­
tion of caramel from glucose, They prepared a series of cara­
mels at various temperatures between 200** and 300^*0, using 
eatalysts such as ammonia, ammonium chloride, sodium carbon­
ate, hydrochloric acid, and ammonium sulfate, !rhey concluded 
that caramels of higher coloring power and of less stability 
were obtained at higher temperatures and ^ so with longer 
periods of heating, The added salts are merely catalytic in 
their action, aiding in the dehydration of the glucose, They 
recommend the preparation of a good caramel without a cata­
lyst by heating 100 grams of glucose in 2^ cc, of water to 
230®C, in an oil bath for 50 - 70 minutes, The stability of 
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s-QCh a caramel to acid is good "but the coloring power is not 
the beat. 
Seal and Applegate {9) performed similar work with 
sucrose and found that sucrose yields a caramel of a gmlity 
equal to, or better than, glucose caramel, ^ hej conclude that 
caracelization is a definite endothenaic reaction. 
It is to be nxjted in the above historical sketch that 
there has been no systematic effort to utilise the theoreti­
cal viewpoint in a practical way, i,e,: 
(1) To follow the process of dehydration closely in a 
systeicatic way by careftGLly controlling the temperatiire and 
the tiioe of heating, 
(2) fEo determine the actml points at viriaich definite eom-
pound tformation oeeurs, 
(3) To deteranine the ability of the earaxael which is 
formed to withstand the effects of definite hydrogen ion 
concentrations, 
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III. 
£ZPEBIM%AL. 
1* Preparation, of Caramels, 
A nmABT of caramels were prepared at different tempera-
t^2^es and with Taryiiag intervals of time of heating, without 
the aid of a catalyst. In order to nake a systeaatic compari­
son of caramels prepared at a ^ ven temperature, the loss in 
weight during a definite interTal of heating was taken as a 
criterion, The SCQ.11 amounts of substances other than water 
evolved were considered as negligible, and the loss in wei^t 
of the sucrose upon heating was considered as water. 
Dry sucrose of a high grade was the carbohydrate employed 
in the experiments. Charges of two h-andred grams of sucrose 
were used. These were weighed upon a trip balance with an ac­
curacy of 0.1 gram. 
In all, previous work it was noted that wery little at­
tention was given to accurate temperature control. Since a 
given charge of sucrose was to be heated at tempeiatures of 
190 to 200®C, over periods of time ranging from 30 minutes to 
130 minutes* a wide variation in weights wo"uld result in the 
final products. Obviously it would be nearly impossible to 
obtain results which could be accurately duplicated. After 
some preliminary experiments with various methods of heating, 
this was found to be the case. 
An electrically heated device provided with mechanical 
stirrers was constructed which gave satisfactory resxilts as 
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is iiidLicated in table I, Sheee nme are typical of the 
routine runs wiiich are recorded, in tables II, III, and I?. 
!riie diiplicate results Cb) check the original runs (a) 
closely, giving rise to an e2;peririe2.tal error of about 
0.2¥0.3 
TABLE I, 
Series Time Temp, Loss 
£o. min. a J2_ average 
A-1 40 190 0.5 0.4 0.45 
A-3 60 190 5.9 5.8 5.85 
B-1 30 200 2.3 2.3 2.30 
B-2 35 200 4.45 4.45 4.45 
B-3 40 200 5.85 6.05 5.95 
B-4 45 200 7.85 7.25 7.55 
B-5 50 200 8.40 8.25 8.30 
C-1 20 210 2.95 2.85 2.90 
a, Description of Apparatus, 
Plate I is a aesign of the construction of the electric 
heater. Ihe l)ath itself is an alumimim cylixidrical vessel 
around which an insulatijag layer of as'bestos paper is close­
ly wrapped, ijound the asbestos layer there is placed a coil 
of twenty turns of no, 18 electrical resistance wire, fhe ends 
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are cojmected to an electric circuit, The wire is held, in 
place firmly "by a thick layer of fire cement. 
A sqmre plate of asbestos board covers the top, Foxir 
bolts pass through the corners and into the base iipon which 
the apparatiis rests. These bolts serve to hold the bath in a 
rigid position upon the base. A large hole is cut in the 
center of the plate of such size that a low-form 3-riffin 
pyrex beaker isay be stispended in it and supported by its 
rim only. 
Distributed about the large hole are three small holes. 
Into one of these is inserted the bath stirrer (S) which 
keeps the entire bath at uniform temperature by forced cir­
culation, Into another is inserted a thermometer (2) which 
has been accurately calibrated at Mie temperatiires at which 
the bath is operated. Through the third hole is inserted a 
regulating device (E) which, by expansion of the metal coil 
at its lower end, causes the heatiiag current to break when 
-^jhe proper temperature has been reached. 
At the top of the regulator aa:e two contact points 
which, when they touch, close a circuit through the two 
dry cells (D), This current passes through the magnet on the 
relay (L). The magnet draws the small vertical arm toward it 
and causes a break in the 110 volt heatiiig circuit, and the 
bath ceases to heat. When the temperature of the bath drops 
sufficiently, the regulator releases the vertical bar which 
i " _ - - ' -
110 A.C. 
co;^ ::taiit t j^ iK-.TUK;:: bath 
•;L--;(y:'i,:ic/.LLY ii.vv'ri-iij 
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is pulled over by a sicall spriaag and contact is again laade in 
the heatiii^ circuit, A pilot light (P), placed across the ter­
minals of the heating unit, indicates when the bath is heating. 
fhe bath medium chosen was glycerin. It becomes very fluid 
at high temperatures, cipculatee readily, and iias the advantaga 
over oil in that it can be washed conveniently from the sur­
face of the beaker with water after the completion of a run. 
During the heating of a charge of sucrose a stirrer (S) 
is operated within the beaker to further facilitate an even 
heating of the caramel. 
With the device as described, a temperature of 200®C, 
was evenly maintained over a period of time with a fluctua­
tion of 0,1 to 0,2®C, 
b. Method of Procedure, 
Into a one liter beaker which has been previously described 
was carefully weighed two hundred grasas of dry sucrose. Both 
the weight of the empty beaker and of the beaker coniainlijg 
sucrose were recorded, Meaxzaiiile the bath was heated to the 
desired temperature. The beaker was then placed in the bath, 
claaped firdLy into position, am the time ^[uickly noted. 
In a short while the sucrose began to melt acd to color 
slightly. After complete meltizig had taken place, a slight 
foaming began to occur which increased rapidly until the foam 
began to fill the beaker, Eapid stirring at this point with 
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tke mechanical stirrer broke the foam sufficiently to keep it 
well within the beaker. Within a comijaratively short time the 
foaming decreased, imicating that the velocity of the reac­
tion was not so great. As foaming decreased, the color became 
correspondingly darker. After an intenral of time, if the run 
was carried for a s-officient period, the foaming practically 
ceased, ana the mss becaice quite visooizs. 
At this point a second stage of foaming began. !i)he mass 
being very viscoiis by this time, it was inereasijigly diffi-
cxCLt to stir successfully with the mechanical stirrer. From 
this point on, stirring by hand became necessary, in order 
to prevent the very dark viscous mass firom rising over the 
top of the beaker. The velocity of this second reaction 
slowly decreased ana the mass gradually thickened until it 
was evident that it would be useless to continue the run at 
the stated temperature. 
When the time allotted for the run had expired, the 
beaker was quickly renioved from the bath, the glycerin 
washed from the outside, and when it had co^iled sufficiently, 
the beaker was weired. The loss in weight was recorded, as 
was also the percent loss in weight. 
As soon as one ran was completed, a second run was im­
mediately started. In this way a series of runs was made at a 
given temperature, each run being heated a definite number of 
minutes loziger than the previous one. 
In this manner, three series of caramels were prepared 
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at temperat-ures of I90®, 200®, aM 210®C» 3y plottiiig the 
time of lieatiisj; against the percent loss in wei^t a n-aiaber 
of interestiii^ observations were made and eonelnsions 
drawn. She tables on the following page represent the es­
sential data eollected for the production of the curves on 
page 21. 
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TABL3 II. 
Series A. Caramels prepared at "bath temperatuire 190®C, 
Hull Time 
Hin. 
Loss $6 : Run 
: lo. 
Time 
Min. 
Loss ^  
1 40 00.43 i 7 100 09.4 
2 30 3.03 : 8 110 10.43 
3 - 60 3.83 J 9 120 10.6 
4 70 7.2 ; 10 130 11.3 
5 80 8.43 : 11 140 12.03 
6 90 8.7 : 12 
• 
130 11.93 
lEABLS III. 
Series B. Caramels prepared at bath, temperat-ore 200® 
Bun Ho» Time 
Min-
Loss : 
^ : 
: Bxm 5 ime 
Min. 
Loss 
9& 
1 30 2.3 : : 11 80 12.1 
2 33 4.43 : : 12 83 13.63 
3 40 3.9 : i 13 90 14.13 
4 43 7.33 : : 14 93 14.23 
3 30 8.3 i i 100 14.30 
6 •^33 8.9 : : 16 103 14.9 
7 60 9.6 ! i 17 110 13.4 
8 63 10.2 ! : 18 113 13.63 
9 70 11.3 :* i 19 120 13.73 
10 73 11.9 •• 
• • 
JUL 
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SABLE IV. 
Series C. Caramels prepared at bath, temperature ZICC, 
Eun ]£o. Time 
mn. 
Loss :: Hun iio. 
« I: 
Time 
Min. 
Loss 
1 20 2.9 ii 7 30 13.65 
2 2^ 6.S3 :i 8 55 14.4 
3 30 9.4 1! 9 60 15.15 
4 35 10.3 :: 10 65 16.3 
5 40 11.5 :: 11 70 16.65 
6 45 12.83 :: 
* • JUJL 
c. . Series A. Caramels prepared at 190®C, 
In order to clarify the description of the general pro-
cedxire, it is necessary at this point to discnss in detail 
the production of the caramels at each of the temperatures 
zaentioned. 
For each successive run at I90®, the time of heati25g was 
extended by ten minutes. The temperature n&a kept constant 
at all tin«s to within 0.1® of I90®. At approximately 30 
minutes from the time the beaker was placed in the bath, the 
STSgar Jbad comipletely melted, 
fhere was no foaming until 40 minutes had elapsed. Sud> 
dezily foamizi^ started. By the time 80 minutes had passed, 
the foaming had nearly ceased and the sucrose was merely a 
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dark pasty mass which couLd be stirred orGLy with diffictity, 
5he color after meltiiag was light "brown, but as foaming contin­
ued the brown became more intense until, at 80 minutes it was 
iuite dark. 
When 80 minutes of heating had elapsed, the second stage 
of foamizig began, fhe -vapors became more acrid ajod penetrat­
ing to the nostrils, tUhe second stage of foaming was not so 
violent as the first, indicating that dehydration was not pro­
ceeding so rapidly as before, 
The color now became very dark, nearly black;.the zsass 
became so viscous that it had to be stirred by hand. Prom the 
odor it was evident that, with prolojaged heating, decomposi­
tion products other than water were forming in increasing 
quantity. After 140 minutes had passed it was considered im­
practical to continue the rmi longer, 
fhe above description is that of the longest run made 
at 150®, All of the shorter runs behaved in an exactly 
similar manner up to the time allotted to them, when they 
were removed from the bath, 
d. Series B, Caramels prepared at 200®C. 
At this higher temperature, it is to be expected that 
the sucrose woiild melt more rapidly, and that the time of 
heating woxild be materially shortened in order to produce 
the samd caramel which would require 140 minutes of heating 
-k 
% Loss IW 'WftC-HT 
i N. t 
1 
IE 
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at 190»C, 
Shis was foum to be the case* The sucrose "becace coa-
pletely melted in about 20 minutes. Foaming began almost imme­
diately, but was prevented jProm beoomizig excessire by rapid 
stirring. The same phenomeza. were observed as in the previous 
series. Poamiug gradually lessened, the Intensity of the color 
increased, and the viscosity increased. 
At the 35 minute intearval, the second stage of foamijsg 
began. A slight decrease in viscosity was noted. ^ Dhe mass be* 
eame more fluid for a short time and then gradually became 
more viscous. Stirring by hand became necessary after 60 min­
utes had passed. 
At the 55 minute interval, a third stage of foasoing was 
observed. The mass being extremely viscous by this time, it 
was very diffictCLt to keep the frothing under control. Proth-
ing gradually died away, however, and by the time the 120 
minute interval was attained, there was very little reaction 
to be observed. The remaining mass was very dark, much darker 
than any of series A. Being semi-solid, it solidified quickly 
on cooling, into a cake of sxibstanee resembling coal, break-
i]Qg with a similar fradture to that of coal, but being com­
pletely soluble in cold and warm water. 
The run just described is the longest run mde at 200®. 
All the shorter runs behaved in a similar manner up to the 
time of removal from the bath. 
Whereas the loss in weight was 12.05 ^  after 140 mimites 
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heating in series A, the loss was 15.75 after only 120 min­
utes in series B* The shorter time of heating was isade possi­
ble by the fact that the caramel was maintained at a tempera­
ture 10® hi^er, and consequently remained fliiid, so that it 
coTJld be stirred uatil the loss was greater, 
Compari23g two caramels of series A and B haTixsg the same 
loss in weight, it was fotLnd that there was no essential dif­
ference between them. Iiater experiments on stability toward 
acids show this to be true. Howeyer, a caramel of series B 
was found to be much darl:er in color than one of series A 
which had been heated the same lezigth of time. 
Due to the fact that the Telocity of reaction was orach 
greater in series B than in series A, each individml run 
was made at increasing intervals of five minates instead of 
ten minates so that data sufficiently accurate to obtain a 
satisfactory curve could be obtained. 
e. Series C, Caramels prepared at 210®C. 
At 210®C., the same general observations were made as in 
the two previous series. However, as it was to be expected, 
complete meltiiig had occxirred after the sucrose had been 
heated only 15 minutes, and the first reaction started imme­
diately. Control of foamiiag was more difficTilt because of the 
higher temperature, and the consequent increased rapidity with 
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wMcli water was eLriven off. 
The second stage of foaming occiirred at the I9 minute 
interval, fhe third stage of foaming began after 30 minutes 
had passed. The same observations were made as in the pre­
vious series* 
A loss in weight of 16,65 5^ was obtained after only 
70 mipites had elapsed. It seemed impractical to prepare a 
run of more than minutes duration. Three stages of 
foaming were observed in series C. In series A two stages 
were observed, but in series B and C three stages were noted. 
The data for these three series have been recorded in 
the tables ofl pages 18 and 1^, 
f. Discussion of Besults, 
The data for the three series which have been recorded 
on pages 18 and I9 was plotted on coordinate paper. It is 
veiy difficult to draw any definite conclusions from the 
data itself, but with the aid of the graph, several inpor-
tant deductions maj be readily made. 
In the graph on page 21, the loss in wei^t of the 
jgem^®3:s of each series is plotted against the time of 
heating in minutes. Three dotted horizontal lines located 
respectively at 5,23 10,52 ?&, and 14,03 are included 
to indicate the points at which isoccharosan, caramelan. 
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aisd earastelezL should l>d formed* 
In order to prepare isosaccharose ( Cj^g^oOxo )f oiid 
molecule of sucrose mast lose one moleciile of water. lElie 
weight of water lost would be 5*23 of the molecular weight 
of sucrose, 
!Che formatioii of earai&elazi from sucrose requires the 
loss of four molecules of water from two molecxtles of su­
crose« She percent loss in weight required is 10,32 
Caramelen is formed from three molecules of sucrose by 
the loss of eight molecules of water. In this case the loss 
is 14,03 
iDhese values are theoretical anu. eanoot be attained 
practically for the reason that other products are formed 
at the same time to a small extent. In order to prepare the 
purest possible caramelan, it woxtld therefore be necessary to 
heat sucrose until the loss in weight was somewhat over 
10,52 Cuzmingham and Dor^e {6} obtained almost pure cara-
melan by heating sucrose until the loss was 12 
Foaming of the caramel as it is heated is indicative of 
^he chemical reaction whereby water is lost, Sxcessive foam­
ing indicates rapid loss of water# whereas little foaming in­
dicates little loss, !Dhe greatest foamixig occars at the begin­
ning of a definite chemical reaction and at the end there is 
practically no foaming whatever, 
Therefore in the study of the curves, the horizontal 
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portions iiuiieate the end. of one definite dehydration reaction. 
The rising portion izsmediately following imieates the begin> 
nizig of a new reaction, 
CXSR7R A« She running tenyperatxire of I50® was selected 
as heing the lowest practical temperat-ure at which caramel 
could he prepared within a reasonable leiigth of tizse. !She melt­
ing point of the sucrose is approximately 10® l>elow this. 
Tue first stage of foaming started within 4C min&tes and 
had become essentially complete at the 80 minute interval. lilo 
decided bfeak can be seen in this portion of the cxirve, A 
break shculd appear in the region of 5 56 loss, but the rela­
tively low teaqperature catises the merging of the two reac­
tions into practically one, i^o foaming stage was noted again 
until the 80 minute interval was reached. Here a decided rise 
j^n the curv« is again noticed, showing the completion of the 
third reaction and the beginning of the fourth, 
She first stage shoxQ-d indicate the formation of iso-
saecharosan, but because of the low temperature, the reaction 
is not rapid enoxtgh to show a distinct break. Coaaseq^uently the 
beginxiing of the seoond stage,or the formation of caramelan, 
is not discemable, She second stage as shown is then really 
the third stage, and caramelen begins to form with the 80 
minute interval. 
The loss shoTZld be 10,52 ^  but the curve indicates that 
caramelan has been formed when the loss is only about 8,5 - 9^, 
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In order to accoxmt for tiiis apparent discrepancy tlie temper-
atxire aiu. Tisccsity of the caramel must "be taken into accouat, 
1:he viscosity is eontin^lljr increasiiig while the temperat'ore 
reaains at I90®, 
As viscosity increases it becones nore and more difficult 
to remove the water as rapidly as it is formed, by stirring, 
Conse^iuently, althois^h the -sater isay be coac^letely liberated, 
some of it is retained mechanically for a short tine before 
it can be vaporized amy, According to the curve, when cara-
nelan has been completely formed, there is still mechanically 
retained as urnch as 1 - 1.5 ^ of unvaporized water, The re-
s-olt is that earamelan has been apparently formed with a loss 
of only atout 9^ fo water instead of 10,52 
At a higher temperatxire, water woiOLd "be eliaiusted 
more rapidly as it is formed. On curves B and C this is 
foTind to be trae, 
A slight rise in the eurve is again noticeable at the 
2^40 lainate interval, althoxigh no foaming was observed. It was 
considered, impiactical to contimxe this carve fiirther, due to 
the fact that the nass becane -unstirrable. At higher temper-
at-ores the laass reoains liquid until the loss is greater. 
At the teiaperatxire of 1^0®, the formation of iso-
saceharosan cazinot be detected, fhe formation of carazoelan 
is readily observed however, with a loss of wei^^t about 
1 $s below the theozretical, which has been explained. Cars-
melen cannot be prepared satisfactorily at this temperatiore, 
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CUHVS B. Foaming begins in about 20 minutes. At th.e 
35 minute interval a sligjit break occurs irtiich Bay be con­
strued as the completion of the reaction, sucrose s iso-
saccharose, The break occurs at the proper point for the fonca 
ticn of isosaccharose, but is not very definite, probably be­
cause of the fact that the temperature is hi^, causing the 
rapid elimination of water, fhe. second break indicates quite 
clearly the complete formation of caramelan, and the begin­
ning of formation of caramelen. Here, as in curve A, caramelan 
is formed with a loss of water about 1 i> below the theoretical 
A small break is again observed at the ^5 minute interval 
althoxi^ no xuausual foaming was observed, ?he break occurs 
very close to the 10,52 f> line which is theoretical for cara-
melen. Assuming the mechanical retention of water to be roii^-
ly the same, the close agreement between the theoretical loss 
^4 the ea^perimental loss can be accounted for by the increase 
in other decomposition products which vaporize with the water. 
7he higher temperature would favor the formation of substances 
other than water* 
This curve shows quite clearly the formation of three 
dehydration products, Xsosaccharosan is formed at the proper 
place, Carsu&elan formation is indicated quite distinctly 
with a loss about 1 ^  below the theoretical, Caramelen 
appears to be formed at the proper place also. There is pro­
bably meehanical retention of some water but this is offset 
by the formation of more decomposition products at the 
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hi^er temperature • 
CTJRTB C. In this case three distinct stages of 
foaming were observed. The high tenperatxare of 210® cansed 
foaming to occor at I5 minutes and again at I9 minutes. 
However water was eliminated so ver7 rapidly that it was im­
possible to recoil the wei^ts in such a way as to show a 
bre^ on the curve. 
At 30 minutes the third stage began, A distinct break 
occurs here at the 10,^2 line. It is probable that at this 
high temperature water is driven off practically as rapidly 
as it is formed and the result is that the loss is almost 
theoretical for that reg;aired to form earamelan. 
Another depression is to be noted at the 55 minute in­
terval, but no specific foaming was noted at this stage, Shis 
depression is indicative of the complete formtion of oara-
melen, 
A consideration of all three curves brings out the fol­
lowing observations: 
1, Curve B only, indicates the formation of iso-
saccharosan, 
2, ALl three curves show clearly the formation of 
earamelan at or near the theoretical point. 
Curves B and C show evidence of the formation of 
earamelen. Curve A cazmot be carried far enoii^ 
to show a similar point. 
i  
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4. VariatloBS fron tlae theoretieal losses ean be ex­
plained on a leasts of meohanieal retention of water 
due to relative temperatiire and viscosity^ 
2, Study of Colloidal Properties of Caramels, 
Caraoels used in tlie indiistries have been found whieh 
fre2.uently precipitate from solution when used to color the 
TarioTis aoid "beverages, 
!!he cause of precipitation is somewhat obseiire, but is 
^nerally ascribed to the fact that caramel is a eolloidal 
substance. Consequently it will precipitate from solution 
when its isoel^etrie point has been reached, Graham (5) 
showed that earamelan and caramelen dialyzed readily 
throu^ a eollodion membrane, fhis indicates that these 
two compounds are crystalloid in nature rather trias colloid, 
Caramelin was considered by Graham to be colloidal and was 
prepared by bim in gaxe form by dialysis through collodion 
membrane free from all crystalloid impurities, 
Caraiael has slways besn considered eolloidal and it has 
frequently been shown to be electronegative. 
In order to study the effect of acids of various fi-ion 
concentrations upon the caramels which have been prepared, it 
was eonsidered necessary to determine first their eolloidal 
properties. 
For this purpose it was not considered essential to 
n 
examine every earamel whicii had been prepared. It seemed a 
good plan to chose certain caramels from each series which 
woTald represent the entire series in the examination. The 
caramels chosen were siibjected to dialysis ATA to eata-
phoresis. These tests wezre not designed to "be gTiantitative in 
any way, but were intended merely to show whether or not these 
cartels contained colloidal material. 
a. Selection of Caramels. 
It has been shown that there are definite breaks in the 
three cnrves A, B, C as illustrated on page 21, Pxirthermore, 
a break indicates the completion of one cf the caramel com­
pounds and the beginning of the formation of the next com-
po'Bzid. It seemed best to select caramels which woiild repre­
sent as nearly as possible true ooi^potoids which had been 
formed during the heating process. 
On curre A two caramels were chosen as representing 
earamelan and caramelen. These were the caramels which had 
been formed with 70 and 110 minutes heating respectirely. 
These will hereafter be designated as A-70 A-UO. On 
curve B the same two compounds were considered to be repre­
sented by the caramels B-45 and B-85» On curve C, caramels 
C-50* C-60 aind C-70 were chosen. C-70 was selected only for 
the reason that it had undergone the greatest loss at the 
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iii^est temperatTire employed, ajid tlaerefore irepreseated tlie 
most liigJily caramelized product cfetaiusd^ 
Shese caraaels, which were selected to represent the 
earamel eompoimds isosaecharosan ajoa. earamelan and earamelen 
ae liearly as possible, were then subjected to dialysis, 
-I), Dialysis • 
In the dialysis experiment» no attempt was made to 
establish aziy qmntitative relationships between colloid and 
crystalloid. 
Collodion meabranes were very carefully prepared by 
po-uariasg collodion into a large clean test t^e and then poxir-
iug it out again, rotating the txibe slowly -ontil the film had 
set upon the interior of the tube, Shis film was readily sepa­
rated from the glass by placing the entire t-ebe in water, 
when the film was easily removed as a loiag slender bag, 
I Solutions of the caramels which had been chosen, namely: 
I A-70, A-110, B-45» C-30» 0-60, and C-?0, were then pre­
pared. Shese were simply made by adding a small gijantity of 
the earamel to distilled water xuxtil the color was an intense 
! brown, She solutions were still very dilute with respect to 
the quantity of caramel used. 
Into each bag was placed some of the earamel solution. 
Bag number one contained solution of caramel A-70, bag n-um-
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•fcsr two contained, solution of caraael A-110, aao. so on mtii 
tliere were seveii of tlie bags filled with the seven eaxaael 
solutioiis • 
!Ch.ese bags were tied around the top witii a thread and 
STispemed in large two-liter beakers eontainiiag distilled 
water* 
"Diffusion thro'G^ the isenbrano began at once, as was 
evidenced by the light brown color which the outside water 
assronecL. The water which surroimded the metibranes was changed 
every two ho\irs until diffusion was complete, Coniipleted 
dialysis was indicated by the fact that the water on the out* 
side did not ass\mie asy appreciablo color in two hours time. 
Within sis hours, solutions of A-110, B-85, C-60, and 
Co70 had cozspleted the dialysis and there was a solution 
remaining in the bag alinost as dark in color as the original 
solution. Apparently relatively large qijantities of earamel 
had net diffused through the meiobrane*. 
Dialysis in the case of A-70, B-45, and C-30 had not 
quite ceased even after twenty-four hours,, as the color of 
the outside water showed. However, the solutions inside the 
bags still retained a deep color, showing that there was at 
least a small amount of colloidal material present, although 
probably most of the original solution was crystalloid, and 
therefore dialyzable. 
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Caraioels of the first groxip whieh completed dialysis 
gjuicSiy, are all higher members of their respective series. 
Caramels of the seeoxid ^o^p whieh did not eoiQplete dialysis 
within twenty-foxir hears are lower members of their re­
spective series, fhe hi^er portions of the ctirves there­
fore represent caramels which are largely colloidal and the 
lower portions represent caracals whieh are still q.xLite 
crystalloidal. 
Since every dialysis which was run showed at least 
some colloidal caramel to be present, it weald be reason­
able to esjieet that each woiild respond to the cataphoresis 
test, 
c. Electrophoresis. 
According to Holmes (11), the charge of electricity on 
a colloidal particle in suspension is due to the preferen­
tial absorption of positive or of negative ions from the 
solution on the surface of the particle, 
A particle thus charged, on electrolysis, will move to­
ward the electrode of opposite sign. Caramels are no ex­
ception to this rule as will be shown in the followiog ex­
periment. 
In order to demonstrate the effect of the electric cur­
rent, an apparatus similar to that described by Holmes (11) 
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was eonstxxLCtcd. Briefly this oonsisted of a U-tube to the 
Dottom of which had heezi sealed a short tube, A siaall plxi^ 
of cotton was inserted into the end of the lower txibe to pre­
vent diffusion as the colloidal snspejision was allowed to 
pass into it. Into the aros of the U-tube were placed two 
platinm electrodes, 
A leveling bislh arj^n^aent was fastened to the lower 
tube into li^cih was placed the caraoel solution. Clear water 
was placed into the bend of the U-tube until the bend had 
been coispletelj filled, 3)he caramel solution was then allowed 
to flow slowly throu^ the cotton plu^ from the leveling bulb 
until the Juziotion between the colored layer and the clear 
water had risen to within approximately two centimeters of 
the electrodes. The position of the layers was earetvUy 
noted and the current was then turzied on* 
A direct current of 110 volts was passed throu^ the 
solution for 60 minutes • fhe position of the layers was again 
observed, The change in position is recoirtied in the table 
below, 
SiftasiozL around the positive electrode rendered it 
impossible to determine the distance which the layer in that 
arm moved. However, a very distinct line of demarcation ap­
peared on the arm containisg the negative electrode. This 
line moved steadily downward, showixig that the colored cara­
mel was zrepelled from the negative electrode and attracted to 
the positive. 
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Caiamsl in water solution is shown by this eiipperimexLt to 
"behave like other colloidal material xinder electrical stress, 
and fxirthermore to possess an electro-negative charge. 
fABIiS V. 
Table showing downward movement of layer at negative 
electrode. 
mm. lowering 
1.70 
0.85 
0.40 
Caramel sol. 
A-70 
B-45 
C-30 
Caramel sol, vsit. lowering 
A-110 3.55 
B-85 1.40 
0-60 5.10 
C-70 1.00 
Caramel solutions A-70, B-45» and C-30, which are all on 
the lower portions of the exnrrea undergo cataphoresis to a 
lesser extent than the others which appear higher in their 
respective curves, i.e., the downward movement of the layer 
at the negative electrode was less. 
This fact would indicate that the charge upon the lower 
members of the series is not so great as that upon the higher 
mestbers. Such caramels in suspension woxild be considejred 
ei^er as particles which are near their isoelectric point, 
or as particles which border on true solution particles in 
size. 
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From the resiilts of dialysis in which the lower member 
of the aeries required much tiae to dialyze completely, the 
conclusion is that these members are very zisar in size to 
particles in true solution* 
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d, Effect of H-ion Concentration, 
From the results of dialysis and cataphoresis it is 
concluded that the cajsunels which haye been prepared are 
electro-negatively charged colloids. Whatever the source of 
the charge -upon the particles, whether it is merely a differ­
ence of potential set up "between the particles and the medium, 
or whether it is a case of preferential absorption of hydroxyl 
ions, the addition of ions bearing opposite charts should 
have a neutralizing effect upon the charges already present 
on the particles. 
Assuming that hydroxyl ions are absorbed to a greater 
extent than hydrogen ions, the colloid becomes negatively 
charged. Addition of acids , or in other words, addition of 
hydrogen ions, weald tend to neutralize the negative charges 
and eventually cause the particle to become electrically 
neutral. At the neutral sone coagulation and precipitation 
of the particles usually oceurs and the isoelectric point is 
said to have been reached. 
Acids which are highly ionized would be expected to have 
a greater precipitating effect upon caramel than slightly 
ionised acids of equivalent strengths. In order to avoid in­
correct conclusions, it wonld be best to choose acid solutions 
which contained equimolar concentrations of hydrogen ions from 
^jl^^^^rent acids, 
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i 
! 
For the purposes of the e3^eriment» the aeids eltrle, 
I 
I phosphoric, aM sxilfarie vere selected, fhese acids represent 
I 
i the weak orgaxiie acids which are used in acid beverages, and 
the weak inorganic acids (phosphoric), and the moderately 
strong inorgaxiie acid (sttlforic). 
_In order to secTire co35©aratiTe results as far as E-ion 
j coneentratioz2S were concerned, isolutions of each acid were 
i 
I prepared having the same approximate pH, namely, 2, and 1.5. 
• 
These solutions were acctirately standardized by the electrome-
trie method, using the hydrogen electrode. The followi2ig table 
is designed to give the accurate pH of the solutions oontioned 
abore. For p-urposes of discTission, the approximate values will 
be used. 
SABLE VI. 
approz. 
DH 
citric 
acid 
phosphoric 
acid 
s-Qlfuric 
acid 
3 2.90 
2 1.97 2.00 2.17 
1.5 1.46 1.49 1.56 
Since a rise in temperattire ca-oses a change in the pH, 
increasing the degree of ionization of the acid, the effect 
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i of both the hot axui cold, aelde on the caramels was determined, 
I 
i The procedure is as followB: 
5o fifty ciibic centimeters of citric acid, pE-l,5» 
I 
added a concentrated solution of caramel xintil a rery deep but 
j 
j still transparent color was obtained, Oisly a few drops of the 
I caramel solution were required to produce the proper color, 
and the change in pE by the addition of so small a quantity 
I 
1 
! was considered negligible# The flaslc was then corked care-
1 fully to exclude dust and to prevent evaporation, and set a-
side in ordijssry light for observation. 
The limit of time set for observation was. two weeks^ If 
precipitation did not occur within that time the caramel was 
considered stable toward citric acid of pE 1.5 • This proce­
dure was carried out in the same way for the other acid solu-i I 
tions preTiously described, seven in all» This test consti­
tutes the cold test of the different acids on the seven cara-
I aels which had been selected for examination of their 
i 
j colloidal behavior. 
The hot test was conducted in a somewhat similar way. 
The caramel was added to the acid solution in a small flask. 
The solution was then boiled gently for a period of twenty 
minutes, ti^tly stoppered while still boiling hot, and set 
aside for observation. 
In this way the effect of each acid upon each earamel 
was determined. The results of these tests are recorded 
as fellows. 
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TABLE VII. 
Sffect of cold aeids on earamflls* 
Series 
, flOt 
Afproz, Citric pE 
2 1-^ 
?lTr.e -raQuired for caramel to PT>t. 
Phosphoric pE Sulftirie pH 
g X.? ? g AMX 
B-85 
C«60 
C-70 
iso-sae-
eh&rosazL A-70 
C-30 
A-110 Caramelan 
I f 
T t 
T t 
f I 
Caramelen 
TABLE VIII. 
6d 
6d 
Im 6d 
lid 
lid 
75m 
Im 
Sffeot of hot acids on caramels. 
A-70 
B-85 
C-60 
C-70 
iso-sac-
charosan 
11 
»? 
B-45 
C-30 
A-110 Caramelan 
I» 
T t 
Caramelen 
6d 
? 
6d 
la. 
6d 
6d 
3h 
60m 
75m 
60a 
30m 
d « dajs, h s hou378» m » minutes, 
indicates no apparent precipitate fouz^d within 
two weeks. 
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e. DiscossiozL of Bes-ults, 
Co2isideri2g the tables on page 41, it is foiuad that 
cold citric acid, phosphoric, and siiLfuric acids haTe no pre* 
cipitating effect -upon the caramels A-70, B-45, and C-50 
which represent isosaccharosan on the curves ( page 21), in 
two weeks time. Prom the resiilts of dialysis and electrophore­
sis, caramels in this region have been shown to be only partly 
colloidal. 
These caranels were foxind to dialyze very zauch more than 
the higher caramels ana also migrated a shorter distance when 
subjected to the action of the electric current. When sub­
jected to acid solutions raijging in pH from I.5 to 2 and 3, 
there was no precipitation in the cold, 
Siilfuric acid with pH I.5 when hot caused precipitation, 
after an interral of six days had elapsed. In the case of C-30, 
precipitation occurred much sooner. This was due to the fact 
that C-30 represents a caramsl formed by a slightly greater 
loss in wei^t and therefore is somewhat zaore colloidal in 
nature than A-70 or B-43. 
The caramels A-110, B-85, and C-60, which represent cara-
melan on the curves, are not affected by citric either hot or 
cold. However, cold phosphoric acid (pH 1.5) affects C-60 
while hot phosphoric (pH 1,5) affects all the caramels. Sul­
furic acids with pH 2 and 3 do not affect these caramels when 
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I either hot or cold. Salfizric acid with a higher acidity {pH 1,5) 
i 
I precipitates thea when either hot or cold. 
I 
C<»70 representing carajiielen* is not affeeted by citric 
acid, but phosphoric ( pH 1,5) and sulfuric ( pH 1,5) both pre-
1 cipitate it qxiicKly, 
i 
I The two mineral acids, phosphoric and sxilfuric, are more 
i 
j effective precipitating agents than the organic citric acid, 
iVhen the mineral aeids are hot they are moire effective than 
when cold» 
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I 
I COliCLUSIOliS, 
When earansel is prepared there is a progressiTe loss of 
water which occiirs in definite stages. Other products are 
i formed at the same time "but the principal loss is water, 
i 
The beginning of. a stage of dehydration is character-
i 
I ized by rapid foaming and rapid loss of wei^t, 2his is 
I shown in the graph in the steeper portions of the curves. 
As the stage of dehydration nears an end the rate of loss 
of weight decreases, and a break 03^^ flat portion in the cxurve 
indicates the end of one stage and the beginning of another. 
•Che first stage in the dehydration of cane sugar resxilts 
in the formation of isosaccharosan. llthoxsgh this stage can be 
i read^y ci-fitected in actual experiment with the eye, it cannot 
I 
I "be detected readily on the cxonre for the areason that the reac-
1 tion takes place very rapidly and soon merges into the second 
i stage, 
Isosaccharosan, which is the main constitxient of the 
I caramels A-70, B-45, and C-50 is characterized by being a s-ub-
stance of low coloring power. It dialyzes qnite readily 
1 
throtigh a collodion membrane aM leaves a relatively small 
amoTint of "undialyzable material, which probably is a trace 
of earamelan. 
Isosaccharosan does not respond i«adily to electro­
phoresis, indicating that it is of low colloidal magnittide 
and that it boilers on the region of a true solution. 
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It is not affected by citric acid Bolxitioxis having pE of 
2 and 1,5, which correspond in molar concentrations of approxi­
mately 0»1 and 1,5 molar citric acid» Slectrophoreeis indicates 
that it is an electronegatiTe colloid. Its colloidal properties 
may be diie in part at least to the presence of small qmntities 
of oaramelan. 
Caramels A-110, and C>60 represent to a large extent, 
caramelan. A-110 represents this compoimd in its early stage of 
formation, iasmediately after the foaming stage has started. It 
is probable that most of the earamelan is formed dxaring the 
period of greatest foaming, so that A-110 contains mostly cara­
melan even thoiigh it is in its early stage of formation, 
B-85 represents caramelan which has been practically com-
pletely formed and the last traces of water which is forming 
are being eliminated at this point. As the curve shows the 
next stage of dehydration is about to begin, 
C-60, from its position on the curve probably contains 
much caramelen because it is located above the bfeak where 
the formation of caramelen begins. Evidence of this is found 
in the tables ofi page 41 • Here, this particxilar caramel is 
found to be precipitated by phosphoric acid (pE)l,5 the 
cold. It begins to behave mora like caramelen which is repre­
sented by C-70, located well above the break in the curve 
which indicates the beginning of its formation. 
Caramels A-110 and B-85 then represent caramelan more 
truly than C-60, These compounds do not dialyze to any extent. 
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I 
I 
j When subjected to dialysis, the process completes itself in a 
! comparatively short time as is indicated by the fact that —— 
i 
only six ho-ars were required agaijist some twenty-four hours 
I 
required for dialysis of the lower caramels previously men-
1 
[ 
j tioned. 
I The distance of migration under electrical stress is 
j greater than for those representing caramelan, indicating the 
presence of particles more typically colloidal. 
When treated with acids, it is found that these do not 
respond to the presence of citric acid by precipitating with­
in a period of two weelcs. Phosphoric acid (pE 1.5) precipi­
tates C-60 in hot or cold. It has been prewioxusly shown that 
C-60 is partly caramelen. 
Caramelen is represented by C-?0, !rhis cajramel is quite 
similar to C-60, but contains more caramelen. Its properties 
I 
are very much like those of C-60, It is precipitated by s"ul-
i furic acid (pH 1.5) and phosphoric acid (pE 1.5) hot and cold. 
In general it may be said that the caramels aire quite 
stable in the presence of citric acid. Phosphoric acid is ac­
tive only in very high E-ion concentrations. Sulfuric acid is 
much more active, precipitating caramels of low molecular 
weight, especially when hot. Since these acids were prepared 
and used at approximately equal E-ion concentrations, it ap­
pears that the nature of the negative ion laust be taken into 
consideration. In the presence of citrate ion the caramels 
are most stable. In the presence of sialfate ions they are 
least stable, Ihe action of phosphate ion is intenaediate 
between citrate and siiLfate, 
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V. 
SIJSmEY. 
1, Three series of caramels have been, prepared, all of which, 
when loss in weight is plotted a^inst time of heatiiog, 
show the same general regions in which definite compounds 
form. 
2, These regions correspond in general to the reiuirements for 
fozrmtion of isosaocharosan, earamelan, and oaramelen« 
3, 2!he intensity of color increases with time of heatixig, 
4, Caramels of low molecnlar weight dialyze largely while 
caramels of high molecolar weight do not. fhe colloidal 
properties of the higher members are thereby clearly de­
monstrated. 
5 • All the caramels behave as electronegative colloids when 
s-ubjected to electrophoresis. 
6. Caramels do not precii)itate in citric acid solutions hav­
ing pE*s 2 and 1.5 within two weeks. 
7. fhe lower caramels are stable to cold sulfiiric acid 
{pE 1.5) but are precipitated by hot acid. 
8. Phosphoric acid, pE 2, and sulfuric acid, pE*s 3 and 2 
have no effect either hot or cold. 
9. She cairamels are most stable in the presence of citrate 
ions and least stable in the presence of siilfate ions. 
Phosphate iozis have intermediate precipitating action. 
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